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Green, Cynthia Anne
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BETWEEN PROFICIENT AND NONPROFICIENT
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AN LOMTQY STUDY OP TItE tERfEPTUAL ,JO
cONcruM. OMtM1El'Ts OP iTYG StjcCg of
ClUL.DR }1V T}tR0t1014 NTNI Order ?4o. Bo13l2

AGR Jea, r$toii, Ph.D. Bryn Mawr Collég, 77.z1.

'This pra.haay stady concerned the cognitlee and per ceD-
a1 components of reading success of 125 chIldren at ages fiwe

through nine. Tbge thcor lee were chosen which vere 4544,--esed o vJun in. underetnci1ng reading as a. deve1opmenta
tsek Piaget's perceptual theory, Eleanor Gibson's d,ecrtrnj-
nation theory arid auwnla.LLc inlaz-mattdn processing. A con-
ion eniphasla 13 the tranitwn front mecflaslcaj pereepti0n
t aniAgIul reaujog.

uccea5 in ralng was asured by a. teacher rating in
the case of dergartenere and bV a score 00 the Gates_Mac-
GijiitLe Test i the cs of older chddren. There were two
Inelident rnea.elrces dealt with in terms of the major hypth-
enee The cognitive measure Ivan the Farithain-Diggoj c,git-.
ttvS SynthesIs trijI The perceptual measure was an error
sours on the Gib500. Pick and Osser letter-like fornie,

& ia.or hypothesis was tt1a.t In the case of younger childreh
(below age eight) pgnception would be more closely related to.
reding succesS than eognittnn This hypothsL was supported
by te data. ft was ai5i hypoLflesIeci'thst in the.rase of cliii-'
dren cif age eight ri1' kli-, success in readtn Wotild be relted
mote to cognitive thail to perceptiià.l factors. Due to a. Ceiling
eft.et o! the cognitte raieiisure, this hypotheta was oat
ported. On the pth5r ha.nd, the fact chat the Diriet vucsbii1a
score correlated Increasingly with reading sucCess 5ugg5s
that cngniitivek-factors beCome mare important with age

There wsr tlSo ttCd to upp0rt the hy pothej3 that yoQn
children (under Ige eight) wjio were poor in cnIjiittve syntlipals
kill could coai ra.Le ijter perceptual ahilitt werai,oie

a.vra. In the unse cd 9ldCr children (age eight or
theW/erC some who used cOgfliLtVe skills to cornpCns.t 1r
rel.atLVy poor perception, but this was riot always the case.fit gener', OeithCt perception nor cognition were of itloch hrflenca atne older age. It speculated that other faCtors
sudi as nnotivatLciui 0r experiential skiUs contribute flare at
the old5r age.

There were two al4Ionaj firidijigs in relattoq t0 nit optical
illusions nicasure. 1t'hs found in this sample That certain
optical thijiit saPpeaI.etl WIth e. The findings are
supportive of PIagatetlieaty t'urther. it was shown that
abIlity to rornpemaat*or optical iliuton may he relsied to
skill in reading cpeelieriiori.

TilE pEITWEEN LEAFCNING STYLE PREl-
EIIENCE A1) IAt)ING UTfLIZATIC)N Order l'J0 7730

BAYLISS. Valerie Mtdre 1d.D Netrfhern li1ioIa University.
1PI'7. ilPpp.

This study investigated the f[erartc Iii rcadin utilization
and rewInflt achieefl'ient when analyzed by learninr style prCf
er.r. d sex; In 4iilonl tte stud' investigat4d dferecoss
in the uttliration of three otpr knowthdgè\sfUr el When ana
lyzed by lenIotil style preference and se;c ese knowledge
sources included dhgu3ioni, listening ansi Fir viewing 0idi3,

and eerimentstion.
ThC.eampIe t0r the 5tudy ,nStSted cif 101 females oiid t 15

ms1 enrolled at Southwest iliseoliri Stair Uniwerelty during
the springof 1917.

The Leantng SyLelnvenioTT. developed by Koib, as used
to awsess learning style reference, Based oft' self ranking

at descriptive djectives, the respondents Were ciasslfid as
alas of four leaPeing alyleI. The Inform situ Source aeatlon-
naire. developed by th examiner was used to assess Psowledge
source preferences. Respondents preferentially ranked4our
knowledge gaining soutces In twplve described-learning iu-

tiasis. A preference index was eslablishedhy the summafton

of ptt assigned to each sralree. Reading aehievemeat was
rneasurhei by Form D of The Nelson-Denny Reading Test.

The two way analysts of variance (ANOVA) technique was
used 4o assejs differences between the two independent v5ri-
Shies, leaaltTng style preference and sex and the dependent
vrieliles. knAwledge source preferences and reading achieve-
nient. Five- reseag'ch hypotheses were tested. The conclusions
are baSed art the following findings: 1. There is no relatlos-.

ship between learning style preference or sex and the utiliza-
tionol reading as a knowledge source preference. 2. There is

relationship between learning sly.le preference or sex led
reading achievement. 3. There is no relationship between
learning style and the utilization of dIscussion as a knowledge
soiree preference. There Is no relationship between th* ea
fa' indiridusla Lw this study aifd their uttlizatlon'ctf digetil-

slon as a knowledge source preference. There is, however, a
relationship between the utilization of .dtecussion as a knowledge
source preference tien both the learning style preference end
sex at the individuals were considered. A review of the mess
tab1 seemed to iuthcat that fematesof one &tyle preferted
dlscugsion more often than males of the same style,, and males
of two other styles ,preferred diScussion more often than fe-
males cat the same styles. while there appeared to be no ip...
preciable difference between the sexes of the fourth style.
4. There was no relationship between learning style preference
or sex and the utilization of listening and/or viewig mIdla as
a knowledge source preference. 5. There was no riationshlp
betweSn learning style preference or sex lad the utilization at

erimerst1on as a knowledge source preference.
Baffled on the reeult of the findings it was concluded that

ttwre was no re1atiothip between learning style preference

and the utilization of reading as S knowledge source preference
or reslng achievement.
-

Although the finings of this ettidy did not establish the
e*isttnice of a relaansh1p between knowledge source prefer-

-

and learning tj'le preference, the study represented a
different approachio the investigation of the question. 11 one

- of te goals of reading edugators is t encourac the develop-
uleltt f reading inatürity..then the question of why some in-
dvidual'rhcase rlac'Irg i:, a kno sledge source priference
wtiiie Others do riot, should continiue to be examined.

A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF THE ORAL
READING BEHAVIOR OF MATURE READERS

RLAIR, Harold Lynn, Ph.D.
Arizana State UFiiverity, 1977

The purpose of this study was to analyze and compare the
oral reading strategies emp'oyed by a group of younger ma-
ture renders and a group f1older mature readers. These read-
lng stcatei s nri'ded graphophonic cues involving the letter
syrTabols arid phonemes, syntactic cues inaoIving the gram-
inaUcal function of words, and Semantic cues involving word
mea.nings. The harter form of the Reading Miscue inventory
(RlIiI) was used Ira the analysis of the oral readthg miscues.
A miscue is an observed response which does not match the
expected response. These miscues Were analyzed to deter-
mine the particuiar reading str4egies employed by the younger
and older mature readers

5



rid and eleven older mature
reader s from readies c sses ae Glendale Community College
In Gl dale. Arizona, comprised the sample in this Slimly. Sub-
jects Were seleQted by means of comparable perce tine scores
of the Nelson-ettny Standardized Beading.Test

The subjec were administered the RMI. Th st 25 sub-
Stitution miscues were coded and analyzed actor to the
procedures of the shorter form of the RPM. An story re-
telling score was computed for eath subject.

Accumulated data of the study-were presente rough tabu-
lations of frequency counts, rank orders, means, and percent- -
BPS.

Findings of the data analyses were as follows: 1, Both
younger mature readers and older mature readers responded
competently to the graphophonic cue systems, 2. The syn-
tactic level of language seemed to be the most inelortant cue-
ing system for both alder mature readers and younger mature
readers. 3. Older mature readers seemed to possess a some-
what higher ability for comprehension than younger mature

readers. 4. Oldef mature readers showed a much greater con-
fidence for. recall information than younger mature reader,.
S. Older mature readers and younger mature readers com-
mitted about the same number of miscues per 109 words and
iselfmorrections per 100 words.

The study contributed baseline data to the Afield of miscue
reeearh with mature readers. ConeluSionr revealed that
'lounger mature readers and oldr mature readers read with
much better comprehension thin their _Standardized reading
scorns indicated and both groups of mature _readers
meaning-in their -reading in a high pereentaige of ass ana-.
lyzed he results of the study led to several recom
tionar further - research. These recommendations included
a replication with different Samples of rriaturi readers to es-
Mahlish the generalizability of the findings, a ;eplication with
a= broader cross section of mature readirs to confirm tit: re-
liability of the findings, and replication using as the text Se-
lection a work of non-fiction to test comprehension. Recom-
mendations also'suggested that a larger number of substItetio
miscues be examined for research purposes, and that scores
for comprehension based on standardized reading tests be eval-
uated in the context of 'recent findings 01 psycholinguistic re-
search concerning the reading process.

Order No. 77-17,863, 125 pages.

TWO DIMENSIONS OF FIELD DEPENDENCE-INDEPEN-
DENCE: 110W THEY AND NINE OTHER VARIABLES
INTERRELATE AND PREDICT SPECIFIC READING SKILLS
AT ME EN]) OF THE FIRST GRADE

Order No. 7801893

DERMOTT. Ralph Allan, Ed.D. University of Maine, 1977.
316pp. Adviser: Dodd E. Roberts

. This study investigated the relationship -among and pre-'
dictability of field dependence-independence (ED-I), mental
ability, reading readiness, selected reading readiness factors,
and learning at dity (..n specific reading skills; in first grade,

The subjects were 241 first grade pupils randomly selected
from the schools of Bangor, Maine. The instruments used
were the following: Metropolitan Readiness Test, Form A,
First Grade Screening Test, Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test,
Elementary I, Portable Rod-and-frame Apparatus, Children's
Embedded-figures Test, criterion =reference tests taken from
the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Primary I and U. Re- .
stricted Edition, 1975. Stepwise multiple regression, Pearson
product-moment correlations, and t tests for uncorrelated data
were used.

0110wing is ahr id summary of Major findings: (1)Read-
ingreadineee is the best predictor of specific reading skills for
children regardless of sea or reading approach. Learning ability
is equal to or slightly better than readitreadiriess for pre-
dieting the phonernefgrapherne relation. _ips of vowels for first
grader& (2) Re'ading readiness is a better predictor of specific
reading skills for girls than for boys and for children in a bassi
program than for children in an intensive-phonics program.
(3) When selected reading readiness factore are substituted
for total reading eeadiness in-the regressions, knowledge of
alphabet letter names is usually the best predictor of decoding
skills and is better for girls than for boys. Ability to identify
numbers is the best predictor of specific reading skills involv-

'- Mg _alimony clues. (4) Some of the independent variables which
er the regressions beyond the first MO are statistically
dime however, the increases in variance are too small to

be of practical significance. (5) Appmently, reading readiness
specially knowledge of alphabet letter names and the ability
identify numbers) is a more imnortant predtctor of specific
'ding skills than mental ability. (6) Knewledge of alphabet

letter names is generally as good a predictor of decoding skills
as is total reading readiness; and the ability to identify num-
bers is generally as good a predictor of those specific reading
Skill* involving measping,clues as is total reading readiness.
(7) The embedded dimension of FD-I is a better predictor of
spectfte reading skills than the vertical; however, both ere
poor predictors of reading skills. (8) The importance of FD-1
lies only with the difficulty a poor reader may be having in
discriminating parts inside of wholes. There may be problems
in dieembedding_with (a) children learning decoding skills more
than skills involving meaning clues, (b) girls more often than
boys, (c) boys learning sounds at the end of words and soft-
fixes, (a) children in an intensive-phonics program, especially

. when working with sounds at the end of words, and (e) children
in a basal program when the, teacher supplements instruction

`on vowels. (9) The greater the correlation between the em-
bedded dimension of FD-I and Specific reading skills, espe-
cially decoding skills, for first grade children, the smallir the
correlation between the embedded and vertical dimensions of
FD-I. Apparently, drill on decoding in an intensive- phonics
program affects the ability to disembed to the degree that the
relationship between the two dimensions ok FD-I is diminished.
Sex may be a factor in this diminution and needs further study.
(10) In the first grade, boys tend to be more field-independent
than girls. (II) Boys in a-basal program supplemented with
phonics learn specific readingskilfs about as well as boys in
mn inteesive-phonics program.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN'S
ATTITUDE TO*AFtD READING AND FACTORS SUCH AS
SUCCESS OH FAILURE IN READLNG, 2:TELLIGENCE QUO-
TIENT, SEX, GRADE RETENTION, LEVEL OF GRAPE
RETENTION, AND SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Order No. 7801996

DOTSON, Mary Margaret Selvidgc, Ed. D. The University of
Tennessee, 1977. 109pp. Major Professor: Dr. J. Estill
Alexander

The purposes of the present study were to determine if a
significant relationship existed among reading attitude and fac-
tors such as success or failure in _reading, intelligence quo-
lient, sex, grade retention, level of grade retention (if any),
and socioeconoleic status.

The eublecte included 332 fifth grade children in the Blount
.Gotanty school system. The children used in the study were
those who chose to participate and who were able to acquire
parental permission. The Reathington Intermediate Attitude
Scale was administered to all participating fifth grade students.
The remainder of the data relevant to the study were acquired
from the students' cumulative records and included a grade
equivalent score determined by the StanfordAchieverneet_Test,



intelligeece quotient determined by theOtieeLennon Mantas
Abaft! Test, sex of subject, factor of grade retention, leve of
----retention Of any), and occupation of parent. The occupa-
tion of the parent was used to determine the level of socioeco-
ocatile statos.by meaas of the Anne Roe Two-Way Classification
of Oecupations system.

wsearch-tOols used to detemtne if a significant relation-
SUP misted among reading attitude and the afiove mentioned
teeters incluclect a biserial procedure, used to analyze the
data relevant to the factors of success or kalliase, grade reten-
tion, level of grade retenitiort, and mental ability as they relate
to attitude toward reading; a Pearson product-moment corre-
latioi and Spearman raakedifference correlation, used to ana-
lyze the data concerning intelligent and attitude toward read-
ing: a point-biserial procedere employedoyed to determine if a
significant relationship existed between sex and reading atti-
tude; and a contingency- correlation used to determine the rela-
Uonahip between socioeconomic status and attitude toward read-
ing- The findings were 1. There was a significant correlation
betWeen success or failure in reading and attitude toward read-
ing, p < 0.001. There was a significant correlation between
grade retention and attitude toward reading, p < 0.001. 3. There
was no significant correlation between level of grade retention
rind attitude toward reading, z 0.45265. 4. There was a signifi-
mint correlation between intellectual ability and attitude toward
reading, p < 0.001. 5. There was a significant correlation be-
tween Se., and attitude toward reading. Girls held a more posi:
tiveattitude toward reading than did boys in the 332 subjects
studied, p < 0.002. 6, There was a significant correlation be-
tween socioeconomic level and attitude toward reading, p <
0.05-
- Based oti the results of this study, it was recommended that

eduedersprovioe a reading program that will ensure the sue-
cese of each child. Also, it was recommended that more re-
search be conducted in the areas of success and failure, grade
retention. and socioeconomic status as they relate tofeading
attitude.

PROSE Me MORY lull AN LOSS'
REAL)Eles: [SFS' LCTS OE lasehas fiat Ex Peatlitas

,Order Nu. 7731859

DUNGAN, 110-pct:I Kirscheriman, Ph.D. The Olito Stn Uni-
versity, 1977. 1:35np. Adviser: Professor Victor ni.Itentel

The purpose of the study ivas two-fold. First, it was de-
red to add support to the constructiyist model of discourse

pruceseing, which is based un the premise that one cannot ade-
quately process and store all semantic informat ton under nor-
mal conditirots.5of exposure to discourse. Secondly, it was de-
signed to t=xarntrie the differences between male and female
high and low comprehending readers' retelling of a story.

Forty- eft lit first d,rage children weretasked to listen and.
retell The Snow} Day by Ezra .Jack Keats three consecutive
times Iii one sitting. The subjects comprised four equal groups
of twelve, these four groups made up the independent vari-
ables, which were high and low comprehending readers, male
and female-. The suliject s' retellings were analyzed by com-
paring to the original cost and coding against ten dependent
variables. These dependent variables were divided into two
groups, five concept categories and five relation categories.
The C4tegiirics' were veridical, overgeberalized, pseudo=dis-
crim Ina ted , inferred and clalaurated responses.

Intormatiiin processing, according to the constroctivlst
model, occurs at the,stage of acqpisition. Because of the lirn-
aationS no one's ability to process a passage, selective pro-
cessing roust occur. As a result, the listener reduces the pre-
sented information by uyergeneralizing and making inferences
in order to acquire the pet of the passage. These oyereeneral-
tzations and Wet-cm-es, during repeated exposure to text,
should rernaln he subjects' memory structure and continue
to be retold ;a4 As there is new information to be pro-
cessed.

The results of this study supported this model of discourse
and showed that children process information in the same man-
ner as adults. Overgeneralized and inferred responses re-
mained constant or were negatively accelerated over-trials
while veridical responses increased.

The study also found differences within and between the roar'
groups of children. As predicted, females (both high and low
comprehending) gave a greater number of responses of all
types over males. Contrary to exatected results, there were
no significant differences between the responses of high antrlow
comprehending readers "(children were classified as high or low
comprehending readers according to their scores on the para-
graph meaning subtest of the Stanford Achievement Test),.. The
study clearly supported the prediction that repeated exposure
to text makes a significant difference in the number of mean.
retelling responses of first grade children and that overgener-
alized and inferred responses remain a part of a childs' mem-
ory structure for the story.

A qualitative examination of the subjects' retelling resulted
in the colSelusion that good order produced good recall: that
pausal units are the units of recall and the structural impor-
tance of the pausal unit is reflected in recall. avergeneraliza-
tions were an im= t part of the subjects' retelling, whereas,
elaborations were n

It was concluded th epeated exposure to text is' necessary
for adequate recall.

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
READING ACHIEVEMENT AND SHORT TERM AUDITORY
RETRIEVAL AND STORAGE IN ESEA TITLE I CHILDREN
FROM TWELVE D.C. PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Order No. 7801729

EDWARDS, Norma Smith, Ed.D. The George Washington Uni-
versity, 1977. 109pp. Chairperson: Michael Scott Castleberry

to

Since 1967, billions of dollars have been spent in the estab-
lishment of ESEA (Elementat:y and Secondary Education Act)
Title I compensatory education programs. These pSograrns
have been directed towards the improvement of reading and
mathematical skills of children qualifying for Title 1 funding.
To date, the discrepancies between regular students and Title I
students are still of significant concern.

The purpose of this study was to isolate a learnine process,
short-term auditory memory, to determine the significance of
its relationship to the reading process. Short-term auditory
memory has been found to be related to an intact central ner-
vous system.

The subjects of the study were 112 black second- anV third-
-grade pupils (ages seven through nine) from 12 ESEA Schools
in the District of Columbia. The STARS (Short - Term. Auditory

process.
and Storage) Test was used to measure this auditory

The major hypothesis was that there would be no difference
between the performance of pupils who were high achievers in
reading and pupils who were low achievers in reading. This
null hypothesis was rejected because the high -level readers
performed significantly higher than the low-tee el readers on
the STARS Test. '

The results of the data gained from this investigation were
not unlike results found from middle-class suburhan white pop-

Mans. The high achievers in this study performed as high
acIstevers did In other studies: the low achiever; ierformed
:as the low achievers did in other studies. The rasnciaelone,from
this study positively reinforce the concept that short -term
memory and storage Is a significant variable it reading
achievement.



The literature reviewed substantiated the proposal that Ir-
reversible damage to the central nerihdus system is caused by
tee lack of adequate nutrition and of adequate prenatal, pert-
nate, and postnatal care_ The literature also supported the
need for early criterion-referenced diagnostic tests rather
than esiterion-referenced achievement tests to determine future
program planning for `high- risk" or mat risk" children.

ommendations: 1, The D.C. Public Schools' methods of
determining programmatic needs of ESEA Title I students
should be evaluated. 2. Methods used to determine programs

. for "risk" children should include criterion-referenced diag-
nostic tests such as the STARS Test, 3. Early.learning pat-
term should be identified as part of a routine screening process
for "risk" youngsters.

THE NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF READLNG
Or No. 7800924

4
DISABILITY

FAY, Gayle Lee Cunningham, Ph.D. University of Washington,
1977. 12epp, Chairperson: Professor Maurice F. Freehill

This study examines cognitive--rreuropsyphological differ-
encesbetweep children referred to a learning clinic and non-
referred children of similar age, sex, and IQ and further ex-
amines differences on the same dimensions between older and
younger children. Cogrativeeneuropsychological performance
is also related to reading competence as elaborated by the mis-
cue ahalysts.

The referred subjects were 40 children eetwee; ages 6.1 and
8.9 with 1Qs from 83 to 116 who were identified by school per-
sonnel as delayed in reading and for whom the performance
deficit was confirmed through use of the Spathe Diagnostic
Reauding,Scales. The,norifeterred subjects were, children par-
ticipatidg rn regular classroom programs matched with the
experimental children on sex, age within four months and IQ
within lee:mints,

Five hypotheses were developed and studied. In the study
one hypothesis was supported and four partially supported: Re-
sults Indicated few cognitive neuropsydiological differences
existed at significant levels between referred and non-referred
and few srmilarities between referred and one year junior non-
referred with the older children superior on all cognitive mea-
sutes.

Children reading at the lowest level as measured on the
Sgrache who depended primarily on graphic cues performed
poorly on cognitive variables, particularly on the Category
Test out of the neuropavcholugical battery. A stepwise regres-
sion of the data placed the Category Test as the most predic-
tive indicator of reading status.

An assessment of findings and implications for further re-
search was developed.

AN 'NVESTIGATION OF. WORD FINDING Sr11,1$ iN CHILe"
DREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES AND NORMAL
LEARNING cHn,DrifR Order No. '1732305

GERMAN, Diane 3. Newman, Ph.D. Northwestern University,
1977. 276pp.

The focus of this study was to investigate the word finding
ability of eight to eleven year old Learning Disability (LD) Ind
Normal Learning (NL) children when retrieving high and low
frequency target words in picture-naming, open-ended sen-
tences, and naming to description conditions. Indices used to
measure word finding differences included mean reeptinse time,
number of incorrect responses, and types of substitution re-
spotters manifested on each condition. The response time anal-.
ysis indicated that LD children did not take longer toretrieve
the target words than did the NL group. However, response
time was a function of target word frequency as LD children
did take significantly' longer than the NL grout, to retrieve low
frequency words in the naming to description condition. pe
sponse time was also a function of stimulus, context. Subjects
mtifested the shortest response times on picture narniog,
trial 2; openended sentpnges neat; followed by picture naming,
trial 1; and lastly, the longest response times, on the naming
to description condition. In regard to number of incorrect re-
sponses, LD children made significantly more errors thin
NJ.. children on the low frequency words in the naming to open-
ended sentences and natning to description conditions. Number
of errors was also a function of condition as subjects found
picture naming, trim 2, the easiest; with picture naming, trial
1, next; followed by open-ended sentences: and lastly, the most -
difficult, naming to description. Together the results of these
twd&nalyses vilest that although LD children may not take
longer to retrieve target words, they do appear to have poorer
lexicon selection skills on low frequency target words. in addi-
tion, both indices were a function of stimulus context suggesting
a stimulus dimension operating as part of the retrieval system.
These results imply a difficulty order for retrieval tasks which
could be significant in identifying linguistic contexts that would
support or interfere with word finding skills of -LD children.
In order to gain some insights into the nature of the substitu
tions manifested by the LD and NL subjects, a substitution
category analysis was also performed. The findings indicated
that LD children used significantly more semantically related
subettlettons and visually related substitutions on the low !re-
quency words than did the NL children. To further analyze the
uniqueness of these !substitution types for 1413 children a dis-
criminant function analysis was performed to evaluate if pat -
terns of substitution could be identified as specific to group or
condition. The findings indicated that responses visually stria-
tar to the target word significantly discriminated the LD group
from the NL group 'kn all three stimulus condithers suggesting
that LD children may have revisualized the target word in both
the intersensory-visual (naming to pictures) and intrasensory
auditory tasks (naming to open-ended sentences and naming to
description). Other substitution patterns appeared to be a func-
tion of the conditions. The occurrence of initial sounds preced-
ing the target word, semantically related substitetions, crcum-
locutions, and similar function substitutions were specific to
thd picture naming tasks. The usage of compositional attributes
and verb substithtions occurred significantly more in the naming
to open-ended sentence task, whereas the occurrence of re-
sponses suggestink Attention to a part of We stimulus was unique
to the naming to description condition. These findings suggest
that each of the conditions might be unique in their linguistic
demands on the children and that word retrieval in response to
visual nonverbal stimuli may be different front word retrieval
in response to auditory verbal stimuli.



PIAGETIAN CLASSIFICATION ABILITY AND PERFOR-
MANCE ON CERTAIN READING CONIPliEHENSION TEST
ITEMS: A RELATIONAL. STUDY OF THIRD GRADERS

Order No- 7800464

GILLET, Jean
1311pp_

Satiate, Ed.D, Univers ity of Virginia, 1977..

The purposes of this study were to assess the classifica-
don ability of a sample of third grade children, to determine
Uelssiification ability and performance on certain standard-
tzed reading comprehension test items were related, and to
determine if such a relationship was evidenced when word
recognition ability was controlled.

Five concrete clessification tasks designed to assess vari
ous levels and operations of classification ability were admin-
istered to third graders, In addition, compreheerision items
from a widely used standardized reading comprehension test
were rated by adults for the necessity of using classification '

for correct response. Selected items representing the ex-
. treme ratings were administered to the subjects in a silent

readin setting and a listening comprehension setting, An in=
forma test of word recognition In Isolation was also adminis-
tered.

Analysis of variance and covariance and F testa were used
to determine the effects of classification ability groupe=com
prehension setting and item type aid to test the significance'
of group mean differences in achievement,

The results of these analyses indicated that there were
significant differences between the classification groups in
achievement on classification items in the silent reading set-
ting when word recognition was controlled and on all items in
the listening netting. Good classifiers had significantly higher
achievement on these measures than intermediate and poor
classifiers. The results also indicated that predictable de-
velopmental stages of acquisition of classification reasoning
can lie seen in children's performance, a position hypothesized
by Inhelder and Piaget,

Conclusions drawn from these findings were that good clae-
sifters have the advantage in responding to test questions
which appear to require classification operations, regardless
of reading ability, and that the test instrument usediyields re-
sults confounded by developmental aspects of reasoning apart
from reading skill. It was also concluded that better classi-
fiers appear to be better able to process oral language in a
comprehension assessment situation than poor classifiers,

WISC-R PATTERN._ flu DIAGNCesS AND REMEDIA.TION OF
LEARNING DISABLE:) CIIILDREN Order No, 7732411

GORDON, Richard Lawrence, Ph.D. Arizona State University
1977. 78pp.

The present study attempted to investigate four problems
associated with the subject of learning disabiliw (LW. Prob-
lem 1, the major focus of ate study, assessed the effectiveness
of identifying LD children by using Wechsler intelligence Scale
for Children-Revised (WISC -R) sehtest patterns. In Problem
2, a comparison of WISC --R subteat patterns was conducted
between children diaenoSecl as having LDs and those classified'
as slow learners. Problem 3 investigated the intercurrelation
of suhtests of the Illinois Test of psycholinguistic Abilities
(ITPA) and WISC -It among ED children to determine which
subtests of the two instruments were yielding redundant infor-
mation. Finally, in Problem 4, the WISC -ft patterns of chil-
dren having visual perception problems were compared to those
having no preblerns to try to determine whether significant
WISC-R deficit areas could be identified.

Subjects in the study Consisted of 217 children, both male
and female, ranging in age from 0 to 18 years divided into four

-groups: LDS (N a 67), slow learners (N = 9), control (N a 60),
and gifted (N v71).

The WISC-R was edministered to all subjects in the study.
The LDs and slow learner groups were also administered a
form of the Slingerland Test as vat as the ITFA (the ITFA
for those between 5 and 10 year = of age).

When the WISC-R subtest scores of the LD
compared with the control group by analysis of variance,
LD children scored significantly lower (2 < .01) on five of the7six verbal subtests. In the performance area, only the Sadistof Coding was significantly lower among the LD children.The results were interpreted to mean that LD Children as a
group can be identified by WISC patterns, and that they show
weaknesses in the aliditory-verbal realm as well as in percep-
tual -motor integrative skills,

An analysis of covariance was cdriducted betiveen LDs and
slow learners with no significant differences found. These re-sults were interpreted t9 mean that both LD and slow learners
have similar strengths and weaknesses, and although there
exists a quantitative difference between groups in absolute mag-
nitude of scores, qualitatively both groups are quite similar.

A correlation matrix doinputed between WISC -R and ITPA
subtests indicated Full Scale WISC-R IQ scores could be reli-
ably estimated from ITFA scores among LD subjects t e .87).
Further subtest breakdown indicated that 'the ITPA subtests of
Auditory Memory, Grammatic Closure, and Auditory Reception
correlated to a great extent with several WISC -R subtests.
These tests could be omitted from the battery in the interest ofsaving time.

Finally, a comparison of W1SC-R subtest patterns of chil-dren having perceptual problems with those having none yielded
results showing the problem group to be significantly lower
(2 < .05) on the subtests of Information, Object Assembly, andPicture Arrangement.

Implications based on results of the study were: (1) thereis need for a greater emphasis on renlediation In the auditory-
language area; (2) there is need for special programs for slow
learners; (3) it is feasible to omit some ITFA subtests, which
provide redundant information, from the test battery.

AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE IF A DIFFERENCE
LN MUSCULAR TENSION EXISTS PETWEEN PROFICIENT
AND NONPROFICIENT READERS AS MEASURED BY THE
ELECTROSIYOGRAPH- Order No. 7801553

GREEN, Cynthia Anne, Ed.D. Baylor University, 19.77. 83pp.
Major Professor: Dr. Bill D. Lanikin

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to determine if
a difference in muscular tension exists between students read-
ing above their anticipated achievement grade equivalent (AAGE)
reading level and students readingielow their AAGE reading
level as measured by the electromyograph.

SAMPLE: The sample consisted of one hundred thirty-
two selected second, third, fourth, and fifth grade students
from McGregor Independent School Distrret. Criteria for se-
lection of Ss were; (1) having taken the California Achieve-
ment Test (CAT) and the Short Form Test of Academic Apti-
tude (SFTAA), (2) obtaining an intelligence quotient greeters,
than eighty -four on the SFTAA, and (3) achieving a difference

+ 0.5 between the achievement score and the AAGE score,
or a difference - -0.5 between the achievement score and the
AAGE score on the CAT. Written parental permission was
mandatory for participation in the study.



Peer theee-eitnate. set ctlnn& were read
Iii with an EttO. The selections

orally and silently, The first two selec-
'tv Vat correspooled with the,S's achieve-

e 00 AIS The s'escinci two selections had a read
ability that corresnonded With the S'e a_AGE score on the CAT.

AN.ALV51S] ' Analyaie of the data waft made using the com-
puter program entitled OloMedlcal Nagaosis Program-Second
Analyaia of Vstri4e0 (TaletPrZV), The procedure- involved the
computation of the aSslyele Of variance koci covariance to com-
pare the differences in variation and mean tension levels be-
tiveen and within second, third, fourth, and fifth grade students;
melee and females; at.icaelarie, Blacks, and HispaniCa; and
proficient readers and earipeolicient readers- Differences

moldered to vt Rierificant If probability was less than
05 level of signifleeene, using the appropriate degrees of

freedom.
FINDINGS; Theonajoe findirigs were; (1) The mean ten-

akin level of Ss reatiihs shove their Atikag level and Ss read-
ing below their AAGX level did not vote significantly between
proficient and nonproticient reader-0. (7) The mean tension
level of Ss reading orally and silently dot not vary signifi-
cantly. (3) The rneen tension level of Ss did not vary signifi-
cantly when Ss read at achievement level and SAGE level.
(4) Th4 variation in tension did not vary eivificantly between
proficient and nonpnoticierif readers.

C:INCLUSIONS: It was eonclocieq that (1) the tension of a
Proficient reader dasea not differ from that of a nonproticient
reader, and (2) no valid geoerali %ethane can he drawn between
the tension of seethed, third, fourth, and fifth grade students;
males and females; Caucasians, 'Reese and Hispanics; and
proficient reader's amid nonproficient readers becausiof a non-
significant level of sohrelations-

ODNCEPT ATTAIVIgN
NORMAL, DiSADVANOISO A4i
CHILDREN

HENICEN, Pail ifenr7, PP-0-
689p.

ACHIEVEMENT 94
DISK FIRST GRADE
Order No. 7800494

11e iverSIty, 1977-

The corr n he ii©et,rn Peat of fiaglc Concept, with
reading aebieverrient alas investigated conclusive re-
search was available n this inatrttriierit, Selected factors re-

s Wine to reading Aeleverridnt that were studied included vo-
sanularascomprehenatnri 341 a corraloaite score, Other factors
in the study Inveutlgatail were (1) the comparison between nor-
rnal. disadvantaged and nigh risk Hrst grade children on con-
cent attainment Uri reading achievement and (Zi the role et
sea upon concept Atlanta:peat and reaciths acnievernent in nor-
Mil and disadvantaged fleet grade children.

Subjects were 50 first grade children, 20 normal, 10 mats;
and 10 female, ZO AlsadVarnlased, 10 male and 10 female, and
10 high risk, 7 Male and a ferrim.e All eutstecta were adminis-
tered the Boehm 'feat of Basic Concepts, Form A and the Gates-
MaeGinteil liearlint Teat, Ptirriare A, Form I. A matrix of -.
intercortfOlations of concept attainment and reading achieve-
ment was computed to eat:Aare nine relationships. Differ=
emcee petween the treaty PerforMaecee at the variables of coo-
Cept attainment and reading achievennent were analyzed ey
means of Student's t test on the sneernizos and also by sex.

Results of the K4501;01011 indicated a positive correlation
between' concept attainment and reacting achievement in the
total sample and gnome the enesgrsapa,

Significant differences were found between normal and -dis-
advantaged and high emit children in that the latter two groups
are deficient in concept attainment and reaching achievement.
Teaching of concepts La sernetning tO he ineluded in the ear-
riculuni that would tree warranieci for these groups.

A significant relationship between oorrnal male and normal
female concept attainment and reading achievetnent was Sup-
ported, No sex cliffeeticea were found between disadvantaged
malts and fernales-

AN INVESTIGATION OF. THE COGNITIVE, ENVIRONMENTAL
AND PERSONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE'READING PERFOR-
SLANCE OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN Order No. 7731899

HOLLINGSWORTH, Shirley Jean, Ph.D. The Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1977. 173pp. Adviser: Professor Victor M. Rentel

Mose
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship of

gnitive, environmental, and personal factors to the acquisi-
lion of reading skills in unschooled, preschool children.

Procedur
Subjects for this study were 60 attendees ages 5.0 to 6.7

from Columbus, Ohio Day Care Centers. Raw scores from-
PIAT provided five separate criteria: letters matched, alpha-
bet named, words read, sentences comprehended and total raw
score. Cognitive. ability was determined by administrqtion Of
the verbal subtest of-the Wechsler Primary and Vreschool
Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI), Concept Assesement KitCon-
servation, Concepts About Print, and Taking 'inventory of Chil-
then's Literary Becas.ound. The child's iniative in reading
and writing was deterinined by means of a parent questionnaire.
The criterion, reading achievement, was determined by admin-
istration of the Peabody Intelligence Achievement Test (FIAT).
Predictors were measures of 1) cognitive maturity and attain-
ment; 2) child initiative; 3) television viewing;-4) socioeco-
nomic statue; and 5) personal variables. Television viewing
data also gleaned from the parent questionnaire, covered total
hours watching-television and both the Electric Company and
Sesame Street. Socioeconomic status 'was ascertained using
parenreseducatiore father's occupation, time spent by parent
reading to the child, and the number of magazines and books
in the home. Sex and 'age were the persogsl variables.

The tests used were subjected to regality determination.
The data were submitted to correlational analysis, ?actor anal-
ysis, multiple linear regression analysis.

Findings

The data collected in this study justified the following state-
ments: 1. Reliability of the instruments administered ranged
from :715 to .974. 2. Concepts About Print reached .001 sig-
nificance level for all criteria, with coefficients ranging from
.456 to .681. 3. Literary Background attained significance at
p. 06 with all criteria exapt Letter Matching. 4. Conservation
correlated p. 001 with Words Read p. 01 with Sentences Read
and p. 001 with Total Correct on FIAT with r's ranging from
.413 to .466. 5. Verbal- IQ (WPPSI) readied the p. 05 signifi-
cance level only with Words Read and Total Correct. 6. Two
Clusters emerged, 1 composed of Letter Matching/Alphabet
Naming, and another of Words Read /Sentences Comprehended.
Thus the criterion was found to function as-a bifurcated depen-
dent variable. The two clusters,formed two factors which
shared few predictors. 7. The impotitance of early writing at-
tempted to the acquisition of beginning reading skills was doc-
umented. 8. Each reading criterion had a relationship with Sex
indicating a higher reading attainment at the various levels by

'females.
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The lowing concidlions were reached as a result of this

tinct elustersi became apparent in the correlation
Wore Etore effectively described through the factor

Iva clusters appeared to be.two separate stages
attainment, each having separate behavioral and

environmental components and each indicating the attainment of
aenique tailwr order structering.

Stage I was distinguished by attention to iodividual letters.
A covert mastering of the rule system necessary for the eetab-
lishnient of the concept of invariance, Overtly, it was found to
be distinguished by activities involving letters: matching, nam-
ing, attempting to write and spell. Magazines in the home,
writing materials, and the viewing of The Electric Company
were concomitant with this mastery.

Stage n was distinguished by a transfer of the ruleextract-
ing behavior to the larger components of-words and sentences.

Overtly, it was distinguished by a knowledge of children's
literature, and interest et looking at books and checking them
out of the library. Most who attained this stage were conserv-
ers.
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